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This year, I'm sorry to report- the list

a day lost due to safety incident - not

tonnes per annum of iron ore,

competitors, but also both state and

consumed at a fast rate and it takes

that doesn't seem to really be recognised,

approvals, permits and licences to

ignoring it, it will somehow go away? Of

only better than the average of our

national averages.

We also have some of lhe largest

equipment in the world, including the

largest stackers in the world.

Despite some quite unfair

quality iron ore resources are being
many years to achieve government

enable new mines. Over time, the

demand-supply situation changes.

Roy Hill is a long-term project with

just keeps growing. It's a growing problem
but who in this room thinks that by

course it won't, we all need to speak up.
Roy Hill had to achieve more than

4000 approvals, permits and licences -

reporting in the media at times, our

a long-term outlook and approximately

months ahead of the construction

is already under long-term contracts.

study. And for the parts of the project

that there is nothing we can do about

pipeline, I'm actually not surprised.

keep our costs down and export

this expensive lawyer paper mill, in

staff morale is high, and we are four

schedule in the bankable feasibility

90 per cent of Roy Hill's quality product
But Australia needs to understand

' and more again for construction.

So when we look today and ask

where are the next mainland projects of

the size of ours in the about to happen
Who would put themselves through

Roy Hill built directly, this was all on

international prices and if we don't

budget.

competitively, other nations will.

addition to all else necessary?

hear in the media. This is an amazing

and be more cost-competitive if our

and record government debt levels -

project team, and the 40,000 men and

revenue and benefits that mining and

time or ahead of schedule, and within
Don't believe everything you see or

achievement by our executives and

women who've been involved across the
project over years.

In terms of the world iron-

ore market, Roy Hill is a low-cost
producer, with low phosphorous

impurities, significant lump ratio and
consistent quality, so we are better
situated than most.

With Australia exporting record

quantities of almost 800 million

We need to do more to reduce costs

country is to continue to count on the

its related industries bring.

The major cost cutting that needs

to occur is to lessen the burden

government places on the mining

But with Australia's budget dilemma

now well over $400 billion in federal
debt alone - we need mega projects

like Roy Hill that will generate revenue,

opportunities and jobs to maintain and
or raise our living standards.

Many on the left of politics and

industry, in particular in the area of

in the media might like to see the

and compliance.

rest of Australia want to go without

regulation, approvals, permits, licences
Last year, at national Mining and

Related Industries Day in Darwin, I

spoke of the thousands of regulatory

hurdles Roy Hill had faced.
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mining industry decline, but does the
the revenue, opportunities and living

standards that the mining and related

industries provide?

If the rest of Australia wants the

